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ABSTRACT 

Glycosylated surfaces can display antimicrobial properties. It has been shown that 

sophorolipids can be used to develop biocidal coatings against Gram-positive and Gram-30 

negative bacteria, but with a limited efficiency so far. Therefore, it appears necessary to further 

investigate the surface antibacterial activity of a broader set of structurally related glycolipids. 

The present work explores the influence of the glucosidic moiety (gluco-, sophoro-, cellobio-) 

and the fatty acid backbone (saturated, cis or trans monounsaturated). We show that the fatty 

acid backbone plays an important role: cis derivative of sophorolipids (SL) grafted onto model 35 

gold surfaces has better biocidal properties than saturated (SL0) and trans monounsaturated 

(SLt) molecules, which appear to be inefficient. The number of glucose units is also a key factor: 

a one-third decrease in antibacterial activity is observed when having one glucose unit (GL) 

compared to two (SL).Sugar acetylation (SLa) does not seem to have an impact on the biocidal 

properties of surfaces. These results are not limited to sophorolipids, cellobioselipids (CL) 40 

leading to similar antibacterial observations.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Microbial attachment to surfaces and the subsequent biofilm development can lead to material 

deterioration1 and health issues2. Established biofilms are difficult to eradicate and their 45 

treatments are costly and ineffective. Therefore, many studies aimed at developing preventive 

antimicrobial coatings on surfaces. Antibiotics, chloride and quaternary ammonium compounds 

(CAQs), incorporated into or grafted onto (polymeric) matrices are commonly used.3-5 

However, these strategies are nowadays criticized because of their ecotoxicity and the increased 

bacterial resistance to these chemicals, which highlights the need for alternative eco-responsible 50 

approaches6,7, with for instance less toxic QACs as shown recently by Forman et al.8 

Biosurfactants, such as free fatty acids, glycolipides or monoglycerides, are part of a class of 

molecules obtained from the fermentation of vegetable oils and sugar, appear to be promising 

ecofriendly and affordable candidates.9-12 

 55 

Microbial biosurfactants are biobased compounds obtained by the fermentation process 

of sugars and lipids, and their antimicrobial properties have been long described.13, 14 Several 

reviews have been published on this topic since more than a decade,15,16 while a number of 

recent studies has shown additional interesting properties like adjuvant effects with other 

antimicrobial compounds17-19 or anti-biofilm properties.20-22 On this basis, specific formulation 60 

in the field of, e.g., oral hygiene, were recently developed.17,23 The anti-adhesive properties of 

biosurfactants against pathogenic organisms like E. faecalis, S. mutans or E. coli are particularly 

interesting,16 although the general protocol to study anti-adhesion and anti-biofilm properties 

of biosurfactants only consider a surface dispersion of the compound, this making it particularly 

vulnerable to washing. To address this issue, sophorolipids were immobilized in surfaces and 65 

they have shown a short-term antiadhesive effect (within the first seconds of contact),24 

probably due to repulsive short-distance hydration forces, but also a long-term (> 1h) biocidal 

effect. These antimicrobial effects are characterized by lysis of both Gram-positive and Gram-

negative bacterial cells and decreased bacterial growth capacities.25  However, only up to 50% 

of bacterial cells are affected, whereas much higher efficiency is expected from antimicrobial 70 

surfaces. Therefore, it seems necessary to further investigate the potential of glycosylated 

surfaces to improve their antimicrobial activity and to understand the effect of carbohydrates.  

It has already been demonstrated that no biocidal activity can be detected on surfaces 

grafted solely with the aliphatic backbone of sophorolipids, nor with sophorolipids having a 

fully saturated aliphatic chain.26 Thus, the antimicrobial properties of surfaces functionalized 75 
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with sophorolipids are attributed to the presence of the carbohydrate moiety26 and correlated to 

the configuration of the aliphatic chain26, as well as to the surface density of sophorolipids25. 

Besides,  replacing the glucose by several sugars, such as fructose, xylose, ribose, lactose, 

mannose, arabinose, galactose, in the fermentation medium used for the production of the 

sophorolipids induces variations in the carbohydrate moieties that further influence the 80 

antimicrobial activities of the resulting compounds.27 More generally, the properties of 

glycosylated surfaces, known as glycoarrays, developed to study carbohydrate-binding proteins 

and carbohydrate-processing enzymes,28 are influenced by carbohydrates conformation29 and 

the biochemical affinities of carbohydrates after immobilization on a surface can differ from 

those in solution30. These observations encouraged us to explore a broader molecular portfolio 85 

and to seek a better understanding of the possible molecular parameters underlying the 

antimicrobial effect of glycosylated surfaces. Building on the methodology and protocols 

previously developed for a specific glycolipid26, this work investigates rational variations in the 

glycosidic headgroup and chain configuration (Figure 1). The typical disaccharide sophorose is 

replaced by an acetylated sophorose (acetylated sophorolipid, SLa, known to be more resistant 90 

to enzymatic degradation31 and more active in solution32), or a monosaccharide (glucolipid, GL, 

that could be residue of the sophorolipids degradation by bacterial glycosidases33,34). An 

alternative linkage of sophorose to the fatty acid chain is also being considered (branched 

sophorolipid, SLb). The lipidic structure is varied from cis (oleic acid sophorolipid, SL) to trans 

(elaidic acid sophorolipid, SLt) and saturated (stearic acid sophorolipid, SL0) configurations. 95 

Cellobioselipid (CL), another microbial glycolipid with a cellobiose headgroup, produced by 

the fungus Ustilago maydis and also known to be a membrane disruptor,35 is also tested for its 

structural proximity to sophorolipids. All compounds were immobilized on gold surfaces by 

grafting their free carboxylic acid moiety onto a self-assembled monolayer of short thiol 

amines, following the protocols developed in our previous works.25,26 The thickness, 100 

composition and homogeneity of these substrates were characterized by Polarization 

Modulation Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (PM-RAIRS) and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), followed by evaluation of the adhesion, membrane integrity 

and cultivability of the non-pathogenic Gram-positive bacterium Listeria ivanovii. We found 

that the surface antimicrobial properties appear to be strongly affected by carbohydrate 105 

configuration and accessibility: for sophorolipid analogues with the same molecular surface 

density, it appears that the monounsaturated cis bond is necessary to enhance antibacterial 

activity. In addition, the nature of the sugar part, in particular the number and acetylation extent 

of glucose units, influences also the biocidal efficiency. 
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Figure 1. Set of microbial glycolipids presenting rational variation of the glycosidic 

headgroup (horizontally) and chain configuration (vertically). 

The different acid chains are shown in grey as references.  

3 glycolipids have a cis C18 oleic acid (OA) chain: the typical sophorolipid (SL), the acetylated 115 

sophorolipid (SLa) and the glucolipid (GL).  

The trans sophorolipid (SLt) has a trans C18 elaidic acid (EA) chain. 

The last glycolipids have a fully saturated chain: the saturated stearic acid (SA) sophorolipid 

(SL0), the branched sophorolipid (SLb), the cellobioselipid (CL) and the hydrolysed 

cellobioselipid (CLh). For the latter, R1=H or OH and R2= H or OH, as described in the 120 

materials and method section. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cysteamine (cys), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS),1-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)-N-125 

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), oleic acid (OA), stearic acid (SA) and elaidic acid 

(EA) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Quentin Fallavier, France). All solvents were 
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reagent-grade and were used without any further purification. Water was purified with a Milli-

Q system (Millipore, resistivity >18 MΩ cm-1) from EMD Millipore Corp. (Billerica, MA).  

Glass substrates, coated successively with a 50 Å thick layer of chromium and a 200 nm thick 130 

layer of gold, were purchased from Arrandee (Werther, Germany). 

All glycolipids (see Figure 1 for scheme and formula) used in this work have been used 

from previous studies, to which one should refer to for their characterization. 

Deacetylated acidic cis C18 sophorolipids (SL) were obtained by a classical alkaline 

hydrolysis treatment of a commercial acidic and lactone mixture of sophorolipids purchased 135 

from Soliance (France) (Sopholiance S; batch number, 11103A; dry content, 60 ± 6%).26, 36 

The sophorolipid compound SL0 constituted by a fully saturated C18 fatty acid (stearic 

acid, SA) was derived from the previous one using a Pd-catalyzed hydrogenation reaction 

described in ref 26, 37 

Acetylated acidic cis C18 sophorolipids (SLa) have been produced using a Starmerella 140 

bombicola lactone esterase knock out strain (Δsble).38 Their synthesis and composition has been 

described in detail in ref. 39 and they were kindly provided by the Bio Base Europe Pilot Plant 

(Ghent, Belgium) and used as such. 

Deacetylated acidic cis C18 glucolipids (GL) were produced by the S. bombicola strain 

ΔugtB140 and provided by the Center for Industrial Biotechnology and Biocatalysis of Ghent 145 

University. Their synthesis and purification process has been described in ref. 41.  

Acidic sophorolipids bearing a trans C18 fatty acid (elaidic acid, EA), SLt, have also 

been employed. SLt, produced at the National Chemical Laboratory at Pune (India), is obtained 

by the fermentation process by S. bombicola using elaidic acid as carbon support. Their 

synthesis and purification procedure is given elsewhere.42  150 

The compound SLb refers to a deacetylated acidic sophorolipid bearing a glycosidic 

bond with the C13 position of 13-hydroxydocosanoic acid. For its peculiar morphology, it is 

named “branched sophorolipid”. The compound used in this work was recently produced43 

according to a published procedure44 by the yeast Rhodotorula bogoriensis MUCL 11796, 

recently renamed Pseudohyphozyma bogoriensis. 155 

Cellobioselipids (CL) were provided by the Industrial Biotechnology group of 

Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology (Stuttgart). They are 

produced by the fungus Ustilago maydis45 as a mixture of hydroxyled and non-hydroxyled 

congeners. The hydrolyzed cellobioselipids (CLh) were obtained by alkaline hydrolysis and 

further acidification at neutral pH. Alkaline hydrolysis and characterization of both CL and CLh 160 

are described in ref. 41.Both CL and CLH are mixtures of structurally similar congeners where 
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both R1= H or OH and R2= H or OH and where the proportion of R1= H was evaluated to 

about 40% by 1H NMR.41. 

 

Surface preparation and characterization. 165 

Glycosylated surfaces 

All glycolipids were grafted onto flat gold substrates via a self-assembled monolayer of 

short aminothiols, as described previously.25,26 Briefly, the substrates were first annealed in a 

butane flame to ensure a good crystallinity of the uppermost layer and afterwards cleaned by 

UV-ozone during 15 min. Substrates were then immersed in an ethanolic solution of cysteamine 170 

(cys) at 10 mM for 3 h, sonicated in ethanol for 5 min and then rinsed successively in ethanol 

and in ultrapure water before being dried under a flow of dried air. The samples were then 

immersed for 3 h into solutions of 8 mM glycolipids (equivalent to 50 mg/mL for SL)25; the 

terminal carboxylic acid having been previously activated into a succinimide ester using a 

mixture of EDC and NHS (molar ratio NHS:EDC=1:2). Finally, after incubation, sonication 175 

and successive rinsing in ultrapure water and ethanol were carried out to remove non-covalently 

grafted reactants before drying under a flow of dried air. All samples were characterized by 

Polarization Modulation Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (PM-RAIRS) after each 

step of functionalization to guarantee the successful grafting of the different primers, fatty acids 

and glycolipids. 180 

 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS analyses were performed using an Omicron Argus X-ray photoelectron 

spectrometer, equipped with a monochromated Al Kα radiation source (hν = 1486.6 eV) and a 

300 W electron beam power. The emission of photoelectrons from the sample was analyzed at 185 

a take-off angle of 90° under ultra-high vacuum conditions (≤ 10-10 Torr). Spectra were recorded 

with a 100 eV pass energy for the survey scan and 20 eV pass energy for the C1s, O1s, N1s, 

S2p regions. Binding energies were calibrated against the Au4f7/2 binding energy at 84.0 eV 

and element peak intensities were corrected by Scofield factors.46 The peak areas were 

determined after subtraction of a linear background. The spectra were fitted using Casa XPS 190 

v.2.3.15 software (Casa Software Ltd., U.K.) and applying a Gaussian/Lorentzian ratio G/L 

equal to 70/30. 

 

Polarization Modulation Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (PM-RAIRS) 
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Infrared (IR) analysis of the surfaces has been done using PM-RAIRS. A Nicolet Nexus 195 

5700 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe wide band detector has 

been employed. Infrared spectra were recorded at 8 cm-1 resolution, by coaddition of 128 scans. 

A ZnSe grid polarizer and a ZnSe photoelastic modulator were placed prior to the sample in 

order to modulate the incident beam between p and s polarizations (HINDS Instruments, PM90, 

modulation frequency = 36 kHz). The sum and difference interferograms were processed and 200 

underwent Fourier-transformation to yield the PM-RAIRS signal which is the differential 

reflectivity (ΔR/R0) = (Rp-Rs)/(Rp+Rs) where Rp and Rs are respectively the p‐ and s-

polarized components of radiation. All measurements (on control and functionalized surfaces) 

were performed during the same experimental session, thus reducing at minimum intensity 

variations of the background, beam intensity and alignment. 205 

 

Antimicrobial activity. 

Strain and culture conditions  

The antibacterial properties of the glycosylated surfaces were tested against the non-

human pathogenic Gram-positive bacteria Listeria ivanovii Li4pVS2. Bacteria were cultivated 210 

overnight in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) broth (BD Difco, France) at 37°C under agitation 

(250 rpm). The cells from stationary cultures were harvested by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 

5 min and dispersed in an isotonic sterile solution (NaCl 0.9%) in order to obtain an optical 

density at 620 nm of 0.05, which corresponds to approximately 5.106 colony forming units 

per mL (cfu/mL). 215 

 

Deposition of bacteria on samples 

All samples were sterilized by immersion in a solution of 70 % ethanol (in water) and 

dried in a sterile environment. They were then inoculated with a 100 µL drop of bacterial 

suspension and incubated for 3 h at room temperature in a wet atmosphere. After this time, 220 

surfaces were washed five times with 100 µL of isotonic sterile solution (NaCl 0.9%) to remove 

all non-adhering bacteria. 

 

Evaluation of bacteria adhesion by infrared spectroscopy 

The relative amounts of bacteria adsorbed on each substrate were evaluated by 225 

considering the IR signal collected by scanning each surface (after drying under sterile laminar 

air-flow), as described in previous works.25, 26 
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The attachment of bacteria onto the different surfaces is expressed as a percentage of 

amide I and II bands area (between 1700 cm-1 and 1500 cm-1) compared to control gold 

substrates: Adhesion(%) = 100 × (area of amide bands on sample)/(area of amide bands on 230 

gold). The uncertainty attached to this percentage comes from the propagation of the 

uncertainties attached to the measurement of amide bands area on both the considered surface 

and the gold substrate. These results were confirmed by repeating the same procedure on three 

different sets of samples prepared with independent bacterial cultures. 

 235 
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Evaluation of bacteria damaging by fluorescent staining 

The proportion of damaged bacterial cells was evaluated by counting bacteria after 

staining with Live/Dead Bacterial Viability Kit (BacLight®). After rinsing of inoculated 

sample, the adhered bacteria were labeled with 10 µL of a fluorochrome solution prepared by 240 

mixing 1.5 μL of Syto9 stain and 1.5 µL of propidium iodide (PI) with 1 mL of ultrapure water. 

Samples were then incubated in dark for 10 min prior to microscopic analysis. Surfaces were 

kept in a humid environment during the experiments to prevent drying. Samples were examined 

with an epifluorescence microscope (AXIO 100 Zeiss), images were acquired with a 10× or 

40× objective lens and a CCD camera (AxioCamMRm Zeiss). Fluorochromes were 245 

respectively excited and detected at 455−495 nm and 505−555 nm for Syto9 and at 533−558 nm 

and 570−640 nm for PI. To obtain statistically relevant data; about 10 different locations of 

each surface were analyzed, at least a thousand bacteria were enumerated and experiments were 

repeated on three independent sets of samples. Bacterial counting (red, damaged membrane; 

green, intact membrane) was done using the software ImageJ and the viability calculated as 250 

follows: Viability (%) = 100 × (number of green bacteria)/(number of green bacteria + number 

of red bacteria). 

 

Evaluation of bacteria damaging by scanning electronic microscopy 

After deposition and incubation for 3 hours on the different surfaces, bacteria were fixed 255 

using formaldehyde at 37% to avoid collapsing of cells upon drying. After 15 min, samples 

were washed six times with ultrapure water to remove non-adhered bacteria, dehydrated in 

successive baths of increasing ethanoic concentration (25, 50, 75, 100%) and dried under a 

laminar air flow. SEM images were recorded with a Hitachi SU-70 field emission gun scanning 

electron microscope. The samples were fixed on an alumina SEM support with a carbon 260 

adhesive tape and were observed without metallization. An in-lens secondary electron detector 

(SEUpper) was used to characterize our samples. The accelerating voltage was 1 kV, and the 

working distance was around 5 mm. At least five different locations were analyzed on each 

surface, arising to the observation of a minimum of 100 single bacteria observed. 

 265 

Cultivability (bacterial growth capacity) 

In order to evaluate the bacterial growth capacity after being in contact with the 

glycosylated substrates, each inoculated sample was transferred into a sterile tube containing 

2 mL of isotonic sterile solution (NaCl at 0.9%) and sonicated 5 min. The obtained bacterial 
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suspensions were diluted 10, 100 and 1000 times and a volume of 50 μL of each was deposited 270 

in duplicate on Petri dishes filled with BHI + agar (37 g/L + 15g/L, respectively). These plates 

were incubated at 37°C overnight before enumeration. Results are expressed in percentages of 

the number of attached and cultivable bacterial cells onto the glycosylated surfaces as compared 

to control gold substrates: Cultivability(%) = 100×(number of colonies forming unity on 

sample)/(number of colonies forming unity on control gold substrate). These tests were done in 275 

triplicate and the cultivability value was averaged over the three samples. The uncertainty 

attached to these results follows from the statistical analysis of these repeated experiments. 

 

RESULTS 

Glycolipids grafting on Au (111) 280 

Glycosylation of gold surfaces was performed using the glycolipids shown in Figure 1. 

This work explores the molecular variations of the oleic acid derivative of sophorolipids 

(glucose β1,2)26 in terms of both the carbohydrate moiety and fatty acid: glucolipid (GL) and 

acetylated sophorolipid (SLa) consist of an oleic acid linked respectively to a single glucose 

unit and an acetylated sophorose headgroup39; branched sophorolipid (SLb) carries a 285 

deacetylated acidic sophorolipid linked by a glycosidic bond to the C13 position of 13-

hydroxydocosanoic acid. Elaidic derivatives of trans configuration sophorolipids (SLt) have 

also been used. The stearic acid derivatives of sophorolipids (referred as SL0), as well as the 

more classical oleic acid sophorolipids (SL), studied in our previous works, are also presented 

for comparison.26 Finally, cellobioselipid (CL) and its hydrolyzed variant (CLh) have also been 290 

used.41 These glycolipids are composed of a fully saturated C16 hydroxylated fatty acid and a 

cellobiose moiety (glucose β1,4). 

All glycolipids have been individually grafted, via their carboxylic acid, onto a self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) of cysteamine (cys) formed on a flat gold substrate, according to 

a previously described protocol.25, 26 The glycolipid-functionalized surfaces were characterized 295 

by infrared spectroscopy (PM-RAIRS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The 

corresponding spectroscopic data are given in Figure S1 and Figure S2 where the attribution is 

given in corresponding captions, on the basis of ref. 25,26. Both techniques demonstrate the 

anchoring of glycolipids by amide bonds47. The presence of aliphatic chains and carbohydrates 

is also attested by both vibrational bands 48 and XPS spectra.49-52 The elongation of the C=O 300 

bonds at 1740 cm-1 on acetyl moieties produces an additional signal on the infrared spectra of 

substrates prepared with acetylated SLa and CL.  
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While both PM-RAIRS and XPS demonstrate the success of glycolipids grafting, XPS 

analyses can also be used to estimate the thickness of the cysteamine and glycolipid coatings, 

which are assumed to form a homogeneous layer on the gold. This structural parameter can be 305 

obtained by considering the signal of a component of the layer (e.g. C=O, N or Sbound signal for 

instance) and that of the substrate (Au), using the methodology outlined in ref. 25. The thickness 

estimate for each glycolipid is summarized in Figure 2A.The thickness of the cys on gold is 

about 3 ± 1 Å, which corresponds to the formation of a short chain SAM48, while fatty acid 

(oleic, stearic, elaidic) controls, grafted onto the cysteamine, provide a layer of about 17 Å, as 310 

expected for C18 molecules25,26. Layer thicknesses of grafted glycolipids appear around 30 Å 

on average, which is consistent with the thickness measured by ellipsometry on monolayers of 

saccharide-functionalized alkanethiols.50 Sophoro- and cellobioselipids layers containing 

disaccharides are thicker than 28 Å, whereas GL, which contains only a single glucose 

headgroup, forms a thinner layer of 22 ± 3 Å. Furthermore, the difference of about 6 Å observed 315 

in the thicknesses between a layer of GL (22 ± 3 Å) and SL (28 ± 2 Å) is intermediate between 

the length of a single glucose unit (about 10 Å53,54) and the ellipsometric difference of 3 Å 

between monosaccharides and disaccharides adsorbed monolayers.50 Differences among all 

glycolipids layers containing disaccharides (from 28 ± 2 Å for SL up to 37 ± 4 Å for CL) can 

be attributed to the variations in the carbohydrate headgroups, which may also contribute to 320 

changes in the configuration and density of the monolayers, although these are not obvious to 

determine here.48,55,56 A difference of a few Ångströms systematically characterizes the SLa (33 

± 3 Å) and CL (37 ± 4 Å) layers, both containing either acetyl groups or short organic acid 

chain on the disaccharide, compared to the corresponding hydrolyzed compounds, SL (28 ± 2 

Å) and CLh (32 ± 2 Å) respectively. The wettability of all glycosylated surfaces was also 325 

examined and the water contact angle (WCA) was measured on each substrate (Figure 2B). 

Surfaces bearing only a fatty acid, or monosaccharide (GL), appear slightly less hydrophilic 

(with WCA between 65 ± 2° and 68 ± 2°)  than substrates functionalized with disaccharides 

(WCA ≤ 61 ± 2°), regardless of their acetylation, their linkage to the unsaturated aliphatic chain 

or the isometry of the unsaturated aliphatic chain. On the contrary, the surfaces of saturated 330 

glycolipids (SL0, CL, CLh) have larger WCAs (≥70 ± 2°), as already observed before, and this 

may indicate a variation in the orientation of the sugars.26 
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Figure 2. Physico-chemical properties of glycosylated surfaces.  

(A) Thickness and (B) water contact angle measured on self-assembled monolayers of cysteamine (cys), 

deacetylated sophorolipid (SL), cis C18 sophorolipid (SLa), glucolipid (GL), trans C18 sophorolipid 

(SLt), branched sophorolipid (SLb), cellobioselipid (CL), the saturated stearic acid sophorolipid (SL0) 

and hydrolyzed cellobioselipid (CLh). The dotted line indicates the average thickness of corresponding 340 

sugar-free lipids (oleic acid, stearic acid, elaidic acid) monolayers. 

 

Antimicrobial activity 

The biocidal effect of grafted oleic acid sophorolipids (SL) was tested against various 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and it was shown that in the best case, depending 345 

on the type of microorganism, between 40% and 50% of the bacterial population was affected 

by the SL coating.25,26 Gram-positive bacteria appeared more susceptible and the non-

pathogenic (to human) Listeria ivanovii strain was selected in this work as a standard. The 

protocol we developed to assess the biocidal activity of coated substrates involved the 

evaluation of bacterial adhesion to glycosylated surfaces and the resulting bacterial 350 

cultivability. Cultivability below adhesion indicates a biocidal effect against bacteria. These 

results were compared to the integrity of the bacterial membrane read using the Live/Dead 

fluorescent staining kit. All these data are normalized by the references obtained on 

biocompatible gold surfaces and are shown in Figure 3. The primer-modified gold substrate 

(cys) is a glycolipid-free control. 355 
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Figure 3. Antimicrobial properties of glycosylated surfaces.  

Adhesion (bicolor bars, left axis) and cultivability (dashed bars, right axis) of Listeria ivanovii bacteria 360 

deposited on self-assembled monolayers of deacetylated sophorolipid (SL), cis C18 sophorolipid (SLa), 

glucolipid (GL), trans C18 sophorolipid (SLt), branched sophorolipid (SLb), cellobioselipid (CL), the 

saturated stearic acid sophorolipid (SL0) and hydrolyzed cellobioselipid (CLh).  

The results are relative to the same experiments performed on a bare gold substrate. The adhesive bars 

are colored according to the ratio of damaged (red) and intact (green) bacteria determined using the 365 

Live/Dead© kit.   

Biocompatile gold (Au) surfaces and cysteamine (cys) monolayers constitute negative controls. 

 

Biocidal properties of glycosylated surfaces 

Bacterial adhesion is on average 15% lower on the glycosylated surfaces than on the 370 

negative control (Figure 3, red/green bars, left scale), confirming, for longer time scales (> 1 

h), the antiadhesive effects attested at the nanoscale by single cell force microscopy.24 Bacterial 

cultivability after contact with the substrates (Figure 3, dashed bars, right scale) matches 

bacterial adhesion for negative controls (Au, cys) and for SL0 and CL samples, indicating that 

no biocidal effect can be observed for the latter compounds. On the contrary, cultivability is 375 

systematically lower than adhesion for GL, SL, SLa, SLt and CLh, suggesting a biocidal effect 

for these compounds. Furthermore, the decreases in cultivability are consistent with the fraction 

of the bacterial population with membrane damages (red portion of bicolor bars in Figure 3, left 

scale; an overview of images obtained using the Live/Dead staining kit is given in Figure S3), 
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suggesting that the biocidal effect of glycosylated surfaces is always due to membrane 380 

perturbations and alterations, which could be observed qualitatively by electron microscopy 

(Figure S4). It should be noted that grafted-glucose can damage some bacteria although they 

are capable of fermenting glucose units when they are free in solution57. CLh surfaces show a 

similar biocidal effect (35% reduction in bacterial cultivability correlated to 32% of 

membranes-damaged cells). Thus, the antimicrobial properties of glycolipids surfaces are not 385 

directly correlated to sophorose itself, nor to the amount of glucose units, and they are not 

affected by the carbohydrate linkage in the glucidic moiety (sophorose being characterized by 

a β1,2 glucose link, whereas CLh has a deacetylated cellobiose (β1,4 glucose) headgroup).  

Effect of the carbohydrate valency on the biocidal properties 

 The number of glucose units appears as a key factor and grafted monosaccharides 390 

appear to be less active than disaccharides: the proportion of damaged bacteria is reduced by 

one third on GL coated substrates compared to the surfaces functionalized with the 

disaccharide-containing SL, of which the biocidal efficiency has previously been shown to be 

dependent to the surface density25. These results are in line with various studies highlighting 

the fact that the sugar density, as well as the sugar valency, are key parameters of carbohydrate 395 

properties and drive their interactions with the biomolecules58,59 and biomembranes60. At low 

concentration, sugars may bind quite strongly to lipid bilayers and perturb their organization by 

their accumulation at the interface, while at high concentration sugars gradually become 

expelled from the membrane surface, and this repulsive mode of interaction counteracts 

membrane disturbance61. Besides, the architecture of multivalent ligands is known to influence 400 

their affinities to receptors and to lead them to act either as effective inhibitors of protein 

binding, or as effectors of receptors clustering. For instance, high molecular weight 

polydisperse polyvalent mannose-bearing ligands inhibit the protein concanavalin A (Con A) 

binding, while linear oligomeric ligands favor clustering of this receptor.58 Studies on 

glycopolymers and glycodendrimers also demonstrate that not only the number of ligand groups 405 

matters, but also the spacer connecting the sugar to the scaffold.61 The effect of the carbohydrate 

valency observed here is also reminiscent to the charge-density threshold for optimal efficiency 

of biocide cationic surfaces.62  

 

Effect of the glycolipid conformation on the biocidal properties 410 

Data in Figure 3 also provide some pieces of information on the conformational effects 

of carbohydrates after grafting on the surface. While SL, SL0 and SLt coatings display the same 
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headgroup (deacetylated sophorose) and similar layer thickness strong differences are observed 

in their biocidal properties. These latter are then attributed to conformation changes expected 

among monounsaturated cis and trans isomers, and saturated chains. One can reasonably 415 

consider that the saturation/unsaturation features of the lipid backbone play an important role. 

The conformation of the SL aliphatic chain is known to be important: our previous study, 

confirmed here, demonstrates that saturated SL0 coatings do not exhibit any antimicrobial 

properties26 contrary to the monounsaturated SL coatings. The trans isomer SLt exhibits 

intermediate properties between the cis isomer of SL and the saturated molecules: it seems to 420 

promote the microbial adhesion (increased up to 113%) but it is responsible for a decrease of 

their cultivability (of 30%). 

 

Impact of the carbohydrate accessibility on the biocidal properties 

Acetylation first does not seem to play an important role, since SL and SLa have 425 

comparable biocidal effects, suggesting that the moieties on C6' and C6'' positions on sophorose 

do not have a critical role in biocidal activity. On the contrary, the acetyl moieties and fatty acid 

esters carried by cellobiose units in CL sample appear to interfere the biocidal activities of the 

anchored molecules when compared to hydrolyzed CLh.  

However, it should be kept in mind that SLa carry only acetyl groups, while C6 fatty esters are 430 

covalently attached to CL, and may limit the carbohydrate accessibility. The difference in 

biocidal behavior between CL and SLa could also result from the position of the acetyl groups 

and the linkage of the carbohydrate units to the aliphatic chain. Unfortunately, the microbial 

synthesis of CL and SL derivatives does not provide all the molecular intermediates necessary 

for a systematic study, and synthetic compounds would be needed to discriminate the influence 435 

of the mentioned parameters. Nevertheless, the accessibility of carbohydrates moieties is 

certainly a key parameter when examining antibacterial activity. In the case of SLb, the relative 

position of the sophorose units seems identical to that of SL, but the presence of the saturated 

lateral chain, allowing the rotation of the sophorose unit, reduces the killing efficiency to only 

16 % compare to 44 % for SL. However, if SLb is compared to SLt or SL0, its activity is 5 time 440 

higher than that of the latter ones, probably due to a ratio of positioned as in SL layers.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 It has been demonstrated that slight variations in the glycolipids structures lead to 

different behavior in solution, e.g. variations of alkyl chains or sugar acetylation of 445 

rhamnolipids affect not only their physical properties (cmc, surface tension, acyl chain fluidity, 
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structure of the aggregated state), but also the interactions of these compounds with living 

organisms (ability to insert into membranes)63. Similarly, the present work shows that 

glycosylated substrates exhibit different antimicrobial properties depending on the 

carbohydrates and their anchoring to the surface. The molecular variations studied here allow 450 

the identification of certain key parameters. 

 The "cleavage" of sophorose into a simple glucose moiety (GL compound) decreases 

the killing efficiency of functionalized surfaces without affecting the mechanism of action (lysis 

of bacterial membranes and decrease in the cultivability of microorganisms). Thus, the number 

of sugars seems to be correlated with the interactions between bacteria and glycosylated 455 

surfaces. This is not surprising: the multivalence of glycoconjugate compounds (and their 

assemblages) is considered to be very important in developing effective interactions with other 

molecules:64 the higher the sugar valency, the more effective the conjugate interactions with 

their molecular environment, sugars and proteins in particular (the individual interactions 

between these compounds being relatively weak)65. Ligand-receptor recognition phenomena, 460 

in the manner of a molecular "Velcro"™ 66 are then favored. A parallelism could be established 

between these works and the relative improvement in the membrane damage phenomena 

observed here when switching from a mono to a disaccharide. However, multivalency is 

probably not the only parameter to be taken into account, as the conformation of carbohydrates 

on the surface, the other molecular variations studied in this work, seems to be of the utmost 465 

importance. 

 The biocidal effect is minimized, or even disappears, when the geometry of the lipid 

chain is modified. Variation of the degree of saturation of the aliphatic chain (SL vs. SL0) affects 

biocidal activity, surface wettability and appears to influence the orientation of the sophorose 

groups. Thus, the conformation of carbohydrate units emerges as a key parameter in the 470 

interactions between sophorolipids and microorganisms. This observation suggests that the 

phenomena observed are not specific to sophorose per se but rather induced by the molecular 

arrangement and orientation of certain hydroxyl groups. Similar observations have been 

reported recently in the field of glycobiology. The creation of glycosylated surfaces with 

azobenzene-containing ligands, whose orientation can be controlled by applying a light 475 

stimulus, has demonstrated the influence of sugar orientation on bacterial adhesion. 

Modification of the chirality of glycosylated dendrimers has also been shown to have an impact 

on the adhesion of Escherichia coli.67 In these studies, variations in bacterial adhesion are 

interpreted as an alteration of specific recognition phenomena between dendrimers sugars and 

bacterial cell wall receptors. Comparison between the phenomena described in these studies 480 
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and this work could constitute an argument for a biochemical explanation of the biocidal action 

of glycolipids. However, the nature of the phenomena studied here is not strictly the same. In 

this work, bacterial adhesion is minimal on surfaces functionalized with monounsaturated fatty 

acids (OA derivates), whereas samples functionalized with saturated fatty acid (SA derivates) 

seem rather favorable to microbial adhesion (Figure 3). Thus, the behavior of bacteria seems to 485 

be affected by the saturation of the lipid chain, even in the absence of sugars, which is not the 

case in other studies.67 The differences observed between surfaces functionalized with saturated 

and monounsaturated glycolipids may therefore not only be related to biochemical criteria. 

More generally, sugars are known to play a key role in the (de)stabilization of the biological 

system both in vivo and in vitro, either by influence the solvating shell of biomolecules or by 490 

specifically interacting with biological molecules (direct sugar-molecule binding at the 

interface)68 and several studies on the antimicrobial activity of glycolipids in solution suggest 

biophysical, rather than biochemical, effects, as it has been discussed for cellobioselipids69. 

However, grafting of these compounds onto a surface limits the antimicrobial activity unless 

cellobioselipids are hydrolyzed: our data show that CLh has an impact on the membrane 495 

integrity of L. ivanovii. Interestingly, the hydroxylated form of CL is considered less bioactive 

against fungus and bacteria in solution.35,70 These experiments confirm that the phenomena 

observed are not specific to sophorolipid, as previously assumed,26 but they can be reproduced 

on surfaces coated with other glycoconjugate molecules. The conformation of the sugars is an 

important parameter to consider. Specifically, the orientation and availability of specific C-OH 500 

groups appears to be critical. Indeed, acetylation of the C-OH groups in the 6' and 6'' positions 

does not affect the antimicrobial activity of grafted sophorolipids, suggesting that the C6' and 

C6'' carbons of sophorose do not play a determining role in biocidal activity, while esterification 

of the 2'' and 6' positions in cellobioselipid inactivates it.  

 505 

CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have shown that self-assembled monolayers of microbial-derived 

glycolipids can be chemically grafted onto a gold substrate using a cysteamine primer; the 

surfaces thus modified have antibacterial properties against Gram+ bacteria Listeria ivanovii, 

with an efficiency that depends on the chemical and structural composition of the SL derivative. 510 

Surfaces analyses estimate thicknesses to be very close for each SL derivate, ensuring an almost 

identical molecular surface density for all the different substrates. The bacterial killing 

efficiency (corrected by the bacterial adhesion) can be up to 44% at best and as low as 2 % at 

worst, which is close to the statistical bacterial death observed in standard controls (Au and 
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cysteamine primer). From a mechanistic point of view, our results show that several parameters 515 

influence the killing efficiency and bacterial adhesion, such as the saturation and conformation 

of the fatty acid backbone, the number of glucose units in the head group or the sugar lateral 

chains. Thus, our results highlight that for sophorolipds with the same sugar head groups, the 

unsaturation of the fatty acid backbone is required and the cis conformation (SL) will have a 

higher antibacterial activity when compared to the trans conformation (SLt; in addition, the 520 

number of glucose unit is also a key factor, a decrease of one third of the antibacterial activity 

is observed by omitting one glucose unit (GL) in relation to two (SL).  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Set of microbial glycolipids presenting rational variation of the glycosidic 

headgroup (horizontally) and chain configuration (vertically). 

The different acid chains are shown in grey as references.  655 

3 glycolipids have a cis C18 oleic acid (OA) chain: the typical sophorolipid (SL), the acetylated 

sophorolipid (SLa) and the glucolipid (GL).  

The trans sophorolipid (SLt) has a trans C18 elaidic acid (EA) chain. 

The last glycolipids have a fully saturated chain: the saturated stearic acid (SA) sophorolipid 

(SL0), the branched sophorolipid (SLb), the cellobioselipid (CL) and the hydrolysed 660 

cellobioselipid (CLh). For the latter, R1=H or OH and R2= H or OH, as described in the 

materials and method section. 

 

Figure 2. Physico-chemical properties of glycosylated surfaces.  

(A) Thickness and (B) water contact angle measured on self-assembled monolayers of 665 

cysteamine (cys), deacetylated sophorolipid (SL), cis C18 sophorolipid (SLa), glucolipid (GL), 

trans C18 sophorolipid (SLt), branched sophorolipid (SLb), cellobioselipid (CL), the saturated 

stearic acid sophorolipid (SL0) and hydrolyzed cellobioselipid (CLh). The dotted line indicates 

the average thickness of corresponding sugar-free lipids (oleic acid, stearic acid, elaidic acid) 

monolayers25. 670 

 

Figure 3. Antimicrobial properties of glycosylated surfaces.  

Adhesion (bicolor bars, left axis) and cultivability (dashed bars, right axis) of Listeria ivanovii 

bacteria deposited on self-assembled monolayers of deacetylated sophorolipid (SL), cis C18 

sophorolipid (SLa), glucolipid (GL), trans C18 sophorolipid (SLt), branched sophorolipid 675 

(SLb), cellobioselipid (CL), the saturated stearic acid sophorolipid (SL0) and hydrolyzed 

cellobioselipid (CLh).  

The results are relative to the same experiments performed on a bare gold substrate. The 

adhesive bars are colored according to the ratio of damaged (red) and intact (green) bacteria 

determined using the Live/Dead© kit.   680 

Biocompatile gold (Au) surfaces and cysteamine (cys) monolayers constitute negative controls. 

 

Figure S1. PM-RAIRS spectra of self-assembled monolayers of glucolipid (GL), cis C18 

sophorolipid (SLa), branched sophorolipid (SLb), trans C18 sophorolipid (SLt), cellobioselipid 
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(CL) and hydrolyzed cellobioselipid (CLh). The resonance signal at 1648 cm-1 (νC=O in amide) 685 

and 1562 cm-1 (νCN and δNH) are characteristic of amide bonds. The presence of aliphatic chains 

is attested by vibrational bands at 3000-2800 cm-1 (νS and νAS of CH2 and νS of CH3) and 1400 

cm-1 (CH2). The signal of carbohydrates resonates at 1200-1000 cm-1 (δCO), where a multitude 

of bands are partially overlapped and therefore difficult to interpret in detail. The elongation of 

the C=O bonds on acetyl moieties produces an additional band at 1740 cm-1 on spectra of 690 

substrates prepared with acetylated SLa and CL 

 

Figure S2. High resolution standardized XPS spectra of the C1s (left) and N1s (right) regions 

recorded on self-assembled monolayers of glucolipid (GL), cis C18 sophorolipid (SLa), 

branched sophorolipid (SLb), trans C18 sophorolipid (SLt), cellobioselipid (CL) and 695 

hydrolyzed cellobioselipid (CLh). The peak at 284.8 ± 0.1 eV in the C1s region attests the 

presence of an aliphatic chains while the two contributions, at 286.4 ± 0.1eV (C-OH) and 287.7 

± 0.1eV (O-C-O) are the signature of the carbohydrate groups, also visible in the O1s. The shift 

of the nitrogen signal from 401.8 ± 0.1 eV (NH3
+) on cys primer layer towards 399.9 ± 0.1 eV 

(NH2 and NH in amide) after immersion on glycolipids solution demonstrate that the 700 

glycolipids are grafted via amide bonds.  

 

Figure S3.  Fluorescent staining evidences membrane damages of bacteria (L. ivanovii) 

deposited on self-assembled monolayers of glucolipid (GL), deacetylated sophorolipid (SL), 

cis C18 sophorolipid (SLa), trans C18 sophorolipid (SLt), saturated sophorolipid (SL0), 705 

hydrolyzed cellobioselipid (CLh) and cellobioselipid (CL). 

Biocompatile gold (Au) surfaces and cysteamine (cys) monolayers constitute negative controls. 

The chart above each image represents the proportion of adhering intact (percentage given) and 

damaged bacteria according to fluorescent staining.  

 710 

Figure S4. Scanning electron microscopy reveals qualitative morphological alterations 

(highlighted by white arrows) of bacteria (L. ivanovii) deposited on self-assembled monolayers 

of glucolipid (GL), deacetylated sophorolipid (SL), cis C18 sophorolipid (SLa), trans C18 

sophorolipid (SLt), saturated sophorolipid (SL0), cellobioselipid (CL) and hydrolyzed 

cellobioselipid (CLh).Biocompatile gold (Au) surfaces and cysteamine (cys) monolayers 715 

constitute negative controls. 
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